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Broad OutlineBroad Outline
Java For Real Time
•Why and who
•General issues

•RTSJ (the standard)

Language Restrictions as a Technique
•What RTSJ does

•Survey of experimental alternatives

Flexible Task Graphs
- Conceptual Overview
- Practical Demos
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Flexible Task Graphs SoftwareFlexible Task Graphs Software
�� http://flexotask.sourceforge.nethttp://flexotask.sourceforge.net

�� http://eclipse.orghttp://eclipse.org

�� http://www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tech/flexotaskshttp://www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tech/flexotasks

API classes, development 

tools, debug/test, 

checkers, builders, etc.

Open source.

Runtime bridge to a 

specific Real-time JVM 

(IBM’s WebSphere Real 

Time).  Binary only.
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Flexible Task Graphs SoftwareFlexible Task Graphs Software

�� http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk/linux/download.htmlhttp://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk/linux/download.html

IBM WebSphere Real Time itself … free download (no support, though, support costs $$ 

☺) … requires a recent RT Linux kernel such as RHEL5RT
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What is a realWhat is a real--time system?time system?

RealReal--timetime system: asystem: a system which has to system which has to 

respond to respond to externalexternal inputsinputs within a finite and within a finite and 

specified periodspecified period

correctness correctness includes timelinessincludes timeliness

being late isbeing late is as bad as as bad as being wrong!being wrong!

Usually, an Usually, an embeddedembedded system (a component of system (a component of 

some larger hardware structure)some larger hardware structure)

99% of all processors are for the embedded 99% of all processors are for the embedded 

systems marketsystems market
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Kinds of Real Time SystemsKinds of Real Time Systems

�� ““HardHard”” real time real time –– a missed deadline is equated a missed deadline is equated 

to program failure (airplane crashes)to program failure (airplane crashes)

�� ““SoftSoft”” real time real time –– missed deadlines are bad but missed deadlines are bad but 

the occasional outlier may be tolerated (video the occasional outlier may be tolerated (video 

glitch, dropped telephone call)glitch, dropped telephone call)

�� Java is potentially usable for bothJava is potentially usable for both

�� Hard RT community may be slower to adoptHard RT community may be slower to adopt
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Relevance of Embedded SystemsRelevance of Embedded Systems
““[[……] estimate that each individual [] estimate that each individual [……] may ] may 

unknowingly use more than 100 embedded computers unknowingly use more than 100 embedded computers 

dailydaily””

““The world market for embedded software will grow The world market for embedded software will grow 

from about $1.6 billion in 2004 to $3.5 billion by 2009, from about $1.6 billion in 2004 to $3.5 billion by 2009, 

at an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 16%.at an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 16%.““

““Embedded hardware growth will be at the aggregate Embedded hardware growth will be at the aggregate 

rate of 14.2% to reach $78.7 billion in 2009, while rate of 14.2% to reach $78.7 billion in 2009, while 

embedded board revenues will increase by an aggregate embedded board revenues will increase by an aggregate 

rate of 10%rate of 10%””

�� http://www.bccresearch.com/comm/G229R.html,  http://www.ecpe.vt.http://www.bccresearch.com/comm/G229R.html,  http://www.ecpe.vt.edu/news/ar03/embedded.htmledu/news/ar03/embedded.html
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What Programming Technologists What Programming Technologists 

can contribute to Realcan contribute to Real--TimeTime

�� Real time systems are getting more complexReal time systems are getting more complex

�� Low level languages tediousLow level languages tedious

�� Current RT programming models are function of Current RT programming models are function of 

hardware + OShardware + OS

�� Not portableNot portable

�� Only Only some some of the code in a typical application is RTof the code in a typical application is RT

�� Managed languages like Java and C#: safe, platform Managed languages like Java and C#: safe, platform 

independent, productive independent, productive ……..

�� But, can they achieve RT goals?But, can they achieve RT goals?
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Why do Language and Model Why do Language and Model 

Matter?Matter?
Development time, code quality and certification are Development time, code quality and certification are 

increasingly criteria.  For instance in the automotive increasingly criteria.  For instance in the automotive 

industry:industry:

90% of future innovation in the auto industry will be 90% of future innovation in the auto industry will be 

driven by electronics and software driven by electronics and software —— VolkswagenVolkswagen

80% of car electronics in the future will be software80% of car electronics in the future will be software--basedbased

—— BMWBMW

80% of our development time is spent on software80% of our development time is spent on software ——

JPLJPL

Worst, software is often the source of missed project Worst, software is often the source of missed project 

deadlines.deadlines.
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RealReal--time Java Challengestime Java Challenges
�� Garbage CollectionGarbage Collection

�� Requires specially designed GCRequires specially designed GC

�� Or, an alternative memory modelOr, an alternative memory model

�� Distance from the Distance from the ““ironiron””

�� Scheduling (priorities etc)Scheduling (priorities etc)

�� Mapping physical memoryMapping physical memory

�� Handling interruptsHandling interrupts

�� JIT CompilationJIT Compilation

�� AOT compilationAOT compilation

�� Class loadingClass loading

�� Closed world plus initClosed world plus init--time loadingtime loading
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RealReal--time applicationstime applications

Shipboard computingShipboard computing

US navy ZumwaltUS navy Zumwalt--class Destroyer,class Destroyer,

Raytheon / IBMRaytheon / IBM

5 5 millionmillion lines of Java codelines of Java code

RealReal--time GC key part of system.time GC key part of system.

AvionicsAvionics

ZedasoftZedasoft’’s Java flight simulators Java flight simulator

IBM Scaneagle IBM Scaneagle UAVUAV

The JAviatorThe JAviator

Financial information systemsFinancial information systems
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JAviatorJAviator

•Quad-rotor model helicopter built at U. Salzburg
•Gyro, sonar, motor speed controllers

•Arms don’t tilt or move: interesting control problem

•Contains 600mhz ARM processor 128m memory, ROM disk, 
•RT Linux kernel

•Runs modified version of IBM’s WebSphere Real Time VM
•Flew it using Exotasks (precursor of Flexible Task Graphs) – LCTES 2007
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The Real Time Specification for JavaThe Real Time Specification for Java

�� (or RTSJ, or JSR(or RTSJ, or JSR--1)1)

�� Implemented by (at least)Implemented by (at least)

�� CommercialCommercial

�� IBM: WebSphere Real TimeIBM: WebSphere Real Time

�� Sun: Java RTSSun: Java RTS

�� AICAS: JamaicaVMAICAS: JamaicaVM

�� ExperimentalExperimental

�� OVM (Purdue)OVM (Purdue)
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RTSJ Programming ModelRTSJ Programming Model

JavaJava--like:like:

SharedShared--memory,memory,

locklock--based synchronization,based synchronization,

first class first class threads,threads,

No new syntax!No new syntax!

No serious consideration of multiNo serious consideration of multi--corecore

Main realMain real--time additions:time additions:

RealReal--time threads + Realtime threads + Real--time schedulerstime schedulers

Priority avoidance protocols: PIP or PCEPriority avoidance protocols: PIP or PCE

RegionRegion--based memory allocation (to avoid GC based memory allocation (to avoid GC 
pauses)pauses)
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BooksBooks

RTSJ Version 0.9 RTSJ Version 1.0.1
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Overview of Overview of RTSJ CoverageRTSJ Coverage

memorymemory management (focus)management (focus)

time values and time values and clocks (mention)clocks (mention)

schedulable objects and schedulable objects and scheduling (overview)scheduling (overview)

realreal--time time threads (overview)threads (overview)

asynchronous event handling and asynchronous event handling and timers (overview)timers (overview)

asynchronous transfer of asynchronous transfer of control (mention)control (mention)

synchronization and resource synchronization and resource sharing (mention)sharing (mention)

physical memory physical memory access (mention)access (mention)
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Quick MentionQuick Mention

•• time values and clockstime values and clocks

•• HighResolutionTimeHighResolutionTime nanosecond granularitynanosecond granularity

•• asynchronous transfer of control asynchronous transfer of control 

(termination)(termination)

•• Alternative to deprecated stop() or imprecise Alternative to deprecated stop() or imprecise 

interrupt() concepts interrupt() concepts 

•• Thread enables/defers ATC (deferred by default)Thread enables/defers ATC (deferred by default)

•• Synchronized methods defer ATC as sideSynchronized methods defer ATC as side--effecteffect
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Quick Mention (2)Quick Mention (2)

•• synchronization and resource sharingsynchronization and resource sharing

•• Selectable algorithms to avoid priority inversion (priority Selectable algorithms to avoid priority inversion (priority 
inheritance, priority ceiling emulation)inheritance, priority ceiling emulation)

•• physical memory accessphysical memory access
•• Placement of objects in parts of memory with particular Placement of objects in parts of memory with particular 

propertiesproperties

•• Allow access to raw memory locations used to interface to Allow access to raw memory locations used to interface to 
the outside world (e.g memorythe outside world (e.g memory--mapped I/O)mapped I/O)

•• Access to raw memory in terms of reading and writing Access to raw memory in terms of reading and writing 
primitive data types (int, long, float etc.)primitive data types (int, long, float etc.)
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Threads, Events, and Scheduling in RTSJThreads, Events, and Scheduling in RTSJ

�� Reuse Thread construct with more precise control over Reuse Thread construct with more precise control over 

schedulingscheduling

�� Standard Java has only 10 priority levels and no real Standard Java has only 10 priority levels and no real 

guarantees that priorities are honoredguarantees that priorities are honored

�� RTSJ mandates at least 28 levels with preRTSJ mandates at least 28 levels with pre--emptive disciplineemptive discipline

�� Add asynchronous events as a distinct schedulable Add asynchronous events as a distinct schedulable 

object on a par with Threadsobject on a par with Threads

AA schedulable objectschedulable object ((RealtimeThreadRealtimeThread or or 

AsyncEventHandlerAsyncEventHandler) implements the ) implements the SchedulableSchedulable

interfaceinterface
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SchedulingScheduling--related Classesrelated Classes

ReleaseParameters

PeriodicParameters AperiodicParameters

SporadicParameters

SchedulingParameters

ProcessingGroupParameters MemoryParameters

ImportanceParameters

Scheduler

PriorityParameters

Mandated
PriorityScheduler

uses

usesuses

uses
RealtimeSecurity

checks
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RealReal--time Threadstime Threads
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Async EventAsync Event related Classsesrelated Classses
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Memory Management IssuesMemory Management Issues

Two main approachesTwo main approaches

1.1. Preserve Java semantics exactly, make RT garbage Preserve Java semantics exactly, make RT garbage 

collectors with sufficiently low latency.collectors with sufficiently low latency.

2.2. Introduce alternative memory modelIntroduce alternative memory model

�� Still no Still no ‘‘freefree’’ operationoperation

�� Allocations go to specialized memories based on contextAllocations go to specialized memories based on context

�� Restrictions on subsets of code ensure safe behaviorRestrictions on subsets of code ensure safe behavior

�� (Not seriously considered: malloc/free style memory (Not seriously considered: malloc/free style memory 

management)management)
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What RTSJ DoesWhat RTSJ Does

�� Originally developed under the assumption that Originally developed under the assumption that 

RT GC was infeasibleRT GC was infeasible

�� So, alternative memory modelSo, alternative memory model

�� In practice, there is usually also a RT GC and In practice, there is usually also a RT GC and 

the standard acknowledges that.the standard acknowledges that.

�� A given RT GC has a lower limit on latency, A given RT GC has a lower limit on latency, 

below which the alternatives become importantbelow which the alternatives become important

�� Note this can vary by vendorNote this can vary by vendor
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Real Time Garbage CollectionReal Time Garbage Collection

�� Basically, collects concurrently or in tiny increments Basically, collects concurrently or in tiny increments 
with attention to schedulingwith attention to scheduling

�� Classical solutions (e.g. Baker [CACM 1978]) are Classical solutions (e.g. Baker [CACM 1978]) are ““work work 
basedbased””
�� A snippet of GC work for each N bytes allocatedA snippet of GC work for each N bytes allocated

�� Good at keeping upGood at keeping up

�� Inadequate for hard real time due to clustering of pausesInadequate for hard real time due to clustering of pauses

�� Modern variants are Modern variants are 
�� ““time basedtime based”” (e.g. Metronome, adopted by IBM and OVM),(e.g. Metronome, adopted by IBM and OVM),

�� ““slack basedslack based”” (e.g. Henriksson(e.g. Henriksson’’s collector, adopted by Sun) s collector, adopted by Sun) 

�� or or ““creative hybridscreative hybrids”” (e.g. Metronome(e.g. Metronome--TS, experimental, TS, experimental, 
IBM).IBM).
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MetronomeMetronome

Uses Minimum Mutator Utilization (MMU, Cheng and Uses Minimum Mutator Utilization (MMU, Cheng and 
Blelloch) for schedulingBlelloch) for scheduling
�� MMU(MMU(ww) == ) == minimum fraction of time available for 

application use over a (sliding) time window of size w

� IBM WebSphere Real Time, MMU(10ms) = .70 by default 
Oversampled so that pauses of max 500us are spread over the 
10ms window

� Avoids clustering of pausesCan still introduce jitter in RT 
threads as long as MMU is met

� Requires highly incremental collector with bounded 
termination
� built on “snapshot at the beginning” model (Yuasa)
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HenrikssonHenriksson’’s Collectors Collector

�� Technique can be applied to any concurrent collector Technique can be applied to any concurrent collector 

algorithmalgorithm

�� Scheduling is done by OS using prioritiesScheduling is done by OS using priorities

�� Threads that perform collection run at lower priority Threads that perform collection run at lower priority 

than any RT thread, higher than any ordinary threadthan any RT thread, higher than any ordinary thread

�� Adapts well to MPAdapts well to MP

�� Very good at avoiding jitter in RT threadsVery good at avoiding jitter in RT threads

�� But subject to catastrophic failure if there are any But subject to catastrophic failure if there are any 

periods with insufficient slackperiods with insufficient slack
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Metronome TSMetronome TS

�See EMSOFT 2008 for details

�Metronome pauses all threads, global MMU

�Metronome-TS schedules GC per-thread

– Requires GC to be both incremental and concurrent

– Different threads can have different MMUs

– “Critical” threads can run with minimal GC interference

– Background GC threads exploit excess CPU capacity

APP

GC

APP

APP

APP

GC

APP

APP

GC

APP

APP

GC GC GC

GC

GC

APP GC APP GC APPAPP GC APP

APP APP APP

GC
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Limits of RT GCLimits of RT GC

�� InherentInherent

�� GC work and GC work and ““realreal”” work are different, context switching work are different, context switching 

inevitableinevitable

�� Quantization of GC limited by the need to get something Quantization of GC limited by the need to get something 

done in each quantumdone in each quantum

�� Concurrency only really helps when there are enough coresConcurrency only really helps when there are enough cores

�� PracticalPractical

�� MetronomeMetronome--TS introduces jitter on the order of 250TS introduces jitter on the order of 250uuss

�� Production VMs more like 1Production VMs more like 1--2ms.2ms.
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Broad OutlineBroad Outline
Java For Real Time
•Why and who
•General issues

•RTSJ (the standard)

Language Restrictions as a Technique
•What RTSJ does

•Survey of experimental alternatives

Flexible Task Graphs
- Conceptual (unification)
- Practical (50% of talk)
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Language Restrictions + Specialized Language Restrictions + Specialized 

MemoryMemory

�� Establishes specialized memory (details vary)Establishes specialized memory (details vary)

�� These memory areas are not subject to normal GCThese memory areas are not subject to normal GC

�� RTRT--sensitive code (aka sensitive code (aka special codespecial code) allocates to ) allocates to 

specialized memory implicitlyspecialized memory implicitly

�� Threads running special code not preempted by GCThreads running special code not preempted by GC

�� Rules (details vary) ensure that references Rules (details vary) ensure that references 

between memory areas remain safebetween memory areas remain safe
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Alternative ModelsAlternative Models

NHRT

(RTSJ 1.0)
Eventron

Exotask

Reflex

StreamFlex

Flexotask (“Flexible Task Graphs”)

RTSJ 2.0?

Sun/JCP IBM Purdue/EPFL

Exotask2

Today

Codebase

Ideas

UCB/Salzburg

Giotto/HTL

?

Thr

1T

1T

G

G

G

G

G

MIT

StreamIt

1T

Thr

G

Thread

Single Task

Task Graph
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Specialized Memory in RTSJSpecialized Memory in RTSJ

RTSJ provides two alternatives to using the heap: RTSJ provides two alternatives to using the heap: 

immortalimmortal memorymemory and and scoped scoped memorymemory

Schedulable objects may enter and leave a specialized Schedulable objects may enter and leave a specialized 

memory areamemory area

While they are executing within that area, all memory While they are executing within that area, all memory 

allocations are performed to the specialized memoryallocations are performed to the specialized memory

ImmortalImmortal memory is memory is never subject to GCnever subject to GC

WhenWhen there are no schedulable objects active inside a there are no schedulable objects active inside a 

scopedscoped memory area, the memory area, the entire area isentire area is reclaimedreclaimed
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RTSJ Memory ArchitectureRTSJ Memory Architecture

Stack

rr

pp
XX
a 

b 

ZZ
a 
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WW
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YY
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Heap

Stack

ss

qq

Immortal

Inner Scope

Scope Scope
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Memory Assignment RulesMemory Assignment Rules

generally allowedallowedallowedLocal Variable

allowed is to same 
scope or outer scope

forbidden if to an inner 
scope

allowedallowedScoped Memory

forbiddenallowedallowedImmortal Memory

forbiddenallowedallowedHeap Memory

To Scoped MemoryTo Immortal 
Memory

To Heap MemoryFrom
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NoteNote

If the program violates the assignment rules, the If the program violates the assignment rules, the 

unchecked exception unchecked exception 

IllegalAssignmentErrorIllegalAssignmentError is thrownis thrown

SinceSince RTSJ RTSJ wanted nowanted no changes to the Java language changes to the Java language 

rulesrules are enforced are enforced on every assignment at runon every assignment at run--timetime by the by the 

JVMJVM

InIn practice, the overhead of the checks is 10 practice, the overhead of the checks is 10 -- 20% of 20% of 

execution time if implemented efficientlyexecution time if implemented efficiently
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Inner Scope

Outer Scope

aa bb

Heap

Inner Scope

Outer Scope

Heap

aa

bb

Inner Scope

Outer Scope

Heap

aa

bb

aa bb

aa

bb aa

bbaa bb

f(a,b) { a.x = b; }f(a,b) { a.x = b; }

Ok Ok IllegalAssignmentErrorIllegalAssignmentError

Non-compositional behavior.   No guarantee that a program that 

works for now will always work.
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NoHeapRealtimeThreadNoHeapRealtimeThread

All code in the application is able to use All code in the application is able to use 
Immortal and Scoped memory.Immortal and Scoped memory.

Since such code is also potentially using heap Since such code is also potentially using heap 
memory, it can be paused by the GC.memory, it can be paused by the GC.

AA nono--heap realheap real--time thread time thread (NHRT)(NHRT) is a realis a real--
time thread which only ever accesses nontime thread which only ever accesses non--heap heap 
memory memory areas.areas.

Hence, it can safely be executed even when Hence, it can safely be executed even when 
GC is  occurringGC is  occurring
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Adding the NHRTAdding the NHRT

HEAP

S

T

A

C

K

IMMORTAL

MEMORY

(Includes Globals)

SCOPE 1

SCOPE 2

LEGEND

Legal RTSJ Pointer

Legal, NHRT Inaccessible

Illegal RTSJ Pointer
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Attempts to do BetterAttempts to do Better

Common ElementsCommon Elements

�� Restrict a reachable extent of code, not a thread.Restrict a reachable extent of code, not a thread.

�� Use static analysis techniquesUse static analysis techniques

�� At development (JavaAt development (Java-->bytecode) time>bytecode) time

�� or at program initialization (or both)or at program initialization (or both)

�� Avoid dynamic checksAvoid dynamic checks

�� A program that [ compiles | initializes ] wonA program that [ compiles | initializes ] won’’t t 

experience an errorexperience an error
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http://flexotask.sourceforge.nethttp://flexotask.sourceforge.net

Pointers to all the papers are on our web site.
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Techniques DifferTechniques Differ

�� Kind of specialized memoriesKind of specialized memories

�� None, heapNone, heap--like, immortallike, immortal--like, scopelike, scope--like, combinationslike, combinations……

�� When restrictions enforcedWhen restrictions enforced

�� Compile time (earlier feedback)Compile time (earlier feedback)

�� Program initialization (more information)Program initialization (more information)

�� How special code communicates with nonHow special code communicates with non--RT codeRT code

�� Important since most Important since most ““RTRT”” applications are mixturesapplications are mixtures

�� Other detailsOther details
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Single Task ModelsSingle Task Models

�� RTSJ NoHeapRealtimeThreadRTSJ NoHeapRealtimeThread

�� Eventron (IBM), aka Expedited RealEventron (IBM), aka Expedited Real--time Threadstime Threads

�� Reflex (Purdue / EPFL)Reflex (Purdue / EPFL)

�� Exotask (IBM)Exotask (IBM)

�� Exotask 2 (IBM), also called Expedited RealExotask 2 (IBM), also called Expedited Real--time Task time Task 

GraphsGraphs

�� StreamFlex (Purdue / EPFL)StreamFlex (Purdue / EPFL)

�� Flexible Task Graphs (IBM, Purdue, EPFL)Flexible Task Graphs (IBM, Purdue, EPFL)
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EventronEventron

�� IBM (PLDI 2006)IBM (PLDI 2006)

�� Kind of specialized memoriesKind of specialized memories

�� None!   Relies entirely on pinned objects in public None!   Relies entirely on pinned objects in public 

heapheap

�� Safe because the pinned objects are linked by Safe because the pinned objects are linked by final final 

references so form a permanently closed set.references so form a permanently closed set.

�� When restrictions enforcedWhen restrictions enforced

�� Program initialization.  Analysis also yields the set of Program initialization.  Analysis also yields the set of 

objects that must be pinned.objects that must be pinned.
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EventronEventron

�� How special code communicates with nonHow special code communicates with non--RT codeRT code

�� Pinned objects nonPinned objects non--reference fields (primitive type, including reference fields (primitive type, including 

elements of primitive arrays) are still mutableelements of primitive arrays) are still mutable

�� Essentially unsynchronized, ameliorated by Essentially unsynchronized, ameliorated by notifyIfWaitingnotifyIfWaiting

facilityfacility

�� Other detailsOther details

�� Because no specialized memory, Eventron code cannot Because no specialized memory, Eventron code cannot 

allocate at all.allocate at all.

�� Synchronization also forbiddenSynchronization also forbidden
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ReflexReflex

�� Purdue / EPFL (VEE 2007)Purdue / EPFL (VEE 2007)

�� Kind of specialized memoriesKind of specialized memories

�� Each reflex has two: immortalEach reflex has two: immortal--like like stablestable--areaarea, and , and 

scopescope--like like transient areatransient area

�� When restrictions enforcedWhen restrictions enforced

�� Compile time.  Dangling stableCompile time.  Dangling stable-->transient pointers >transient pointers 

eliminated by pure typeeliminated by pure type--based analysis: divide into based analysis: divide into 

StableStable and transient classes.and transient classes.
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ReflexReflex

�� How special code communicates with nonHow special code communicates with non--RT RT 

codecode

�� PrePre--emptive atomic regions in methods callable by emptive atomic regions in methods callable by 

both special and nonboth special and non--special code: special code wins special code: special code wins 

and aborts nonand aborts non--specialspecial

�� Other detailsOther details

�� Treatment of Treatment of staticstatic--reachable objects reuses reachable objects reuses 

Eventron insights (Eventron insights (““reference immutablereference immutable””))

�� CompileCompile--time analysis doesntime analysis doesn’’t yield t yield ““objects to be objects to be 

pinnedpinned”” …… relies on VM to run class initializers in relies on VM to run class initializers in 

immortalimmortal
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Task Graph ModelsTask Graph Models

�� ExotaskExotask

�� Influenced by Giotto and HTL (UCB / Salzburg)Influenced by Giotto and HTL (UCB / Salzburg)

�� Original idea was to achieve perfect time portability, Original idea was to achieve perfect time portability, 

determinismdeterminism

�� Originally incompatible with EventronsOriginally incompatible with Eventrons

�� StreamFlexStreamFlex

�� Built on Reflex memory modelBuilt on Reflex memory model

�� Influenced by StreamIt (MIT)Influenced by StreamIt (MIT)
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Exotask 1Exotask 1
�� IBM (LCTES 2007)IBM (LCTES 2007)

�� Kind of specialized memoriesKind of specialized memories

�� Private heap, with Private heap, with scheduledscheduled garbage collectiongarbage collection

�� When restrictions enforcedWhen restrictions enforced

�� Program initializationProgram initialization
�� but databut data--sensitive only for sensitive only for staticstatic--reachable fieldsreachable fields

�� StaticStatic--accessible data pinned as in Eventrons; must accessible data pinned as in Eventrons; must 
be be immutable, immutable, not just referencenot just reference--immutableimmutable

�� Synchronization on these pinned immutable objects Synchronization on these pinned immutable objects 
is nois no--opop’’d.d.
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Exotask 1Exotask 1
�� How special code communicates with nonHow special code communicates with non--RT RT 

codecode

�� DoesnDoesn’’t!   Exploring high levels of determinism, t!   Exploring high levels of determinism, 
time portability, which requires total isolationtime portability, which requires total isolation

�� Communication between nodes of the graph is Communication between nodes of the graph is 
by by deep clonedeep clone

�� Expensive but guarantees isolationExpensive but guarantees isolation
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Key Exotask Ideas in FlexotaskKey Exotask Ideas in Flexotask
�� Pluggable schedulers.  The scheduler decides Pluggable schedulers.  The scheduler decides 

�� when each task runswhen each task runs

�� when each task is garbagewhen each task is garbage--collectedcollected

�� when every connection copies its datawhen every connection copies its data

�� Instantiation from a template (XML document)Instantiation from a template (XML document)
�� The template is a declaration of the graphThe template is a declaration of the graph’’s structures structure

�� The actual task graph is instantiated by the systemThe actual task graph is instantiated by the system

�� Pluggable timing grammarsPluggable timing grammars
�� Provide the right timing semantics for a given Provide the right timing semantics for a given 

schedulerscheduler

�� Template syntax includes timing annotations Template syntax includes timing annotations 
conforming to the declared grammarconforming to the declared grammar
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Exotask 2 (aka XRTG)Exotask 2 (aka XRTG)

�� IBM (TECS 2009)IBM (TECS 2009)

�� Unified Exotask and Eventron ideasUnified Exotask and Eventron ideas

�� ““Weak isolationWeak isolation”” option relaxes normal Exotask option relaxes normal Exotask 

restriction on static to restriction on static to ““reference immutable,reference immutable,”” as as 

in Eventron and Reflex models.in Eventron and Reflex models.

�� Also permits a publicAlso permits a public--heap pinned heap pinned ““parameterparameter””

to be passed to each weakly isolated Exotask.to be passed to each weakly isolated Exotask.
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StreamFlexStreamFlex

�� Purdue / EPFL (OOPSLA 2007)Purdue / EPFL (OOPSLA 2007)

�� MultiMulti--node extension of Reflex modelnode extension of Reflex model

�� Same memory model for individual Reflex nodeSame memory model for individual Reflex node

�� In contrast to ExotaskIn contrast to Exotask

�� Communication channel is a bounded bufferCommunication channel is a bounded buffer

�� PassPass--byby--reference semanticsreference semantics
�� Introduce a third category of classes: Introduce a third category of classes: StableStable, transient and , transient and 
CapsuleCapsule

�� SingleSingle--reference invariant supports efficient freeingreference invariant supports efficient freeing
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Broad OutlineBroad Outline
Java For Real Time
•Why and who
•General issues

•RTSJ (the standard)

Language Restrictions as a Technique
•What RTSJ does

•Survey of experimental alternatives

Flexible Task Graphs
- Conceptual Overview
- Practical Demos
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Flexotask GoalsFlexotask Goals

�� Unify previous work (statically checkable Unify previous work (statically checkable 

models).models).

�� Provide a basis for serious standardization Provide a basis for serious standardization 

discussions.discussions.

�� Provide a useful framework for further Provide a useful framework for further 

developmentdevelopment

�� Development environment based on EclipseDevelopment environment based on Eclipse

�� Leverage EclipseLeverage Eclipse’’s plugin concepts plugin concept

�� WellWell--defined boundary between programming defined boundary between programming 

model support and the RT VM.model support and the RT VM.
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Flexotask UnificationFlexotask Unification
�� Kind of specialized memoriesKind of specialized memories

�� Each Flexotask has a private heap (like Exotask)Each Flexotask has a private heap (like Exotask)

�� ……optional transient area (like Reflex)optional transient area (like Reflex)

�� ……supplemented by pinned objects (like Eventron)supplemented by pinned objects (like Eventron)

�� When restrictions enforcedWhen restrictions enforced
�� Both atBoth at compile time (earlier feedback)compile time (earlier feedback)

�� And at And at program initialization (more information)program initialization (more information)

�� Correctness defined by the later check, so earlier check may Correctness defined by the later check, so earlier check may 
be just a warningbe just a warning

�� Stable/transient distinction as in ReflexesStable/transient distinction as in Reflexes
�� But, an But, an ““all stableall stable”” default yields Exotaskdefault yields Exotask--like behaviorlike behavior

�� Optional restrictions on allocation and synchronizationOptional restrictions on allocation and synchronization
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Flexotask UnificationFlexotask Unification
�� How special code communicates with nonHow special code communicates with non--RT codeRT code

�� EventronEventron--style (unsynchronized access through shared nonstyle (unsynchronized access through shared non--
reference fields).reference fields).

�� ReflexReflex--style (prestyle (pre--emptive atomic regions)emptive atomic regions)
�� Accomplished through rewriting at development time.Accomplished through rewriting at development time.

�� Has pluggable scheduling, timing grammars, template Has pluggable scheduling, timing grammars, template 
approach as in Exotasks.approach as in Exotasks.

�� Task graphs as in Exotask and StreamFlexTask graphs as in Exotask and StreamFlex
�� Deep copy option (ExotaskDeep copy option (Exotask--like)like)

�� ByBy--reference option for shared pinned objects (StreamFlexreference option for shared pinned objects (StreamFlex--
like)like)

�� Connection buffering accomplished by making the ports at Connection buffering accomplished by making the ports at 
either end buffered.either end buffered.
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Flexotask Memory PictureFlexotask Memory Picture

Private Memory Area

Private Memory Area

Stable Heap

Transient

Stable Heap

Public Heap

Private Memory Area

Stable Heap

Transient

Java 

Thread

Guard
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Flexible Task Graphs SoftwareFlexible Task Graphs Software
�� http://flexotask.sourceforge.nethttp://flexotask.sourceforge.net

�� http://eclipse.orghttp://eclipse.org

�� http://www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tech/flexotaskshttp://www.alphaWorks.ibm.com/tech/flexotasks

API classes, development 

tools, debug/test, 

checkers, builders, etc.

Open source.

Runtime bridge to a 

specific Real-time JVM 

(IBM’s WebSphere Real 

Time).  Binary only.
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Flexible Task Graphs SoftwareFlexible Task Graphs Software

�� http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk/linux/download.htmlhttp://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk/linux/download.html

IBM WebSphere Real Time itself … free download (no support, though, support costs $$ 

☺) … requires a recent RT Linux kernel such as RHEL5RT
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Flexotask Runtime StructureFlexotask Runtime Structure

RT-enabled Operating System (we consider only RT Linux at this point)

Flexotask-enabled JVM.  Does not have to implement RTSJ, 

but it is useful in practice to leverage RTSJ building blocks.

Utility natives for debug,

I/O, event handling

FlexotaskVMBridge: provides standard interface to VM

Common Implementation Layer

API Classes (also support for provided schedulers and timing grammars)
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Preliminary (nonPreliminary (non--RT) TestingRT) Testing

Common Implementation Layer

API Classes (also support for provided schedulers and timing grammars)

Any VM, on any platform, running under Eclipse or not.   

Supports full API without RTguarantees.
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Usage OverviewUsage Overview

1) Dev.time code validation (on 

bytecodes, not source)

2) Code rewriting enabling 

transactional methods (if needed)

3) Graph construction

4) Startup-time validation

5) Execution
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DemoDemo
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On LinuxOn Linux
�� Unzip runtimeUnzip runtime

�� Set FTG_HOME to point to itSet FTG_HOME to point to it

�� Set WRT_HOME to point to WebSphere Real Set WRT_HOME to point to WebSphere Real 

TimeTime

�� Place test.jar in a convenient placePlace test.jar in a convenient place

�� Run the application:Run the application:

�� $FTG_HOME/bin/ejava $FTG_HOME/bin/ejava ––cp test.jar test.Maincp test.jar test.Main
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Console OutputConsole Output
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Add TracingAdd Tracing

•General framework for tracing
•Implement FlexotaskTracerFactory – it decides which tasks and connections 

shall be traced and what shall be done at each trace point.
•TuningFork tracing plugin for Flexotasks (and TuningFork itself) available from 

SourceForge
•TuningFork can trace to a file or a socket.
•Custom tracers can be written to store information in memory, dump later.
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TuningForkTuningFork
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Developing a SchedulerDeveloping a Scheduler
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ConclusionConclusion

�� http://flexotask.sourceforge.nethttp://flexotask.sourceforge.net

�� Use it for experimentation withUse it for experimentation with

�� RT applications in JavaRT applications in Java

�� Scheduling algorithmsScheduling algorithms

�� Use it as a back end for RT modelingUse it as a back end for RT modeling

�� Contribute to the open source project!Contribute to the open source project!

�� RT Java is realRT Java is real


